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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT VOTES NO TO EXTRA LARGE HOUSE ON FORDYCE
MANOR AND DISAPPEARING GREEN SPACE: Daniel and Sarah Barnes bought the
house at 2 Fordyce Lane at the corner of Fordyce and Bopp Road. They want to tear it
down and build a bigger brand new house. But their plans violate two sections of the
Town and Country zoning code. We first wrote about this six weeks ago in Ex
Alderman Newsletter #385.

Here is what we wrote back on June16.
Here are the problems:
1) The Green Space requirement for a one-acre lot is 75.6%. With this planned house
the lot’s Green Space falls to 71%.
2) The maximum square footage for a house on one-acre is 5,662. The square footage
of this house is 7,555 sq ft.
3) Then there is this, the guest house.
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When you have just 7,555 sq ft in the main house there really isn’t any place to put the
guests. The guest house is what puts the Green Space in violation of the requirement.

There are 12 other houses on the street, one new one and the rest originals, but many
with renovations. The three subdivision trustees all voted against the plans for the new
house.
Here is the reason for the Barnes gave for wanting a house 25% larger than what is
allowed.

Sarah Barnes’ parents live in Denver, where she grew up. Her mother has had MS for
30-years and walks with a crane. If her husband dies they would like to move the
mother into the guest house.
“We did not know it was a non-conforming lot,” Barnes said. That comment brought a
reply from Jim Crowley.
“It is hard to believe if you start with a blank piece of paper that you can’t design a
house that meets code. You are asking for an anticipated hardship and not a real
hardship.”
Barnes replied that his in-laws come to St. Louis now to visit their grandsons.
The designer of the proposed house, Louis Bielicke of DL Design spoke in favor of
approving the variances saying how the guest house would be hidden behind the
house.
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It was also brought out that since the house is on the corner of a busy street (Bopp
Road) it needed to keep the circular drive so delivery trucks would not block the street.
He said the guest house and the circular drive is what kept the proposed changes to the
property below the required 75% green space.
Barnes later would claim all the houses on the street had circular driveways. Speakers
opposed to the variances said this was not true. We drove the length of the street and
found three homes without circular drives.
Crowley asked Barnes a very reasonable question.
“You purchased the house unaware of the restrictions?”
The answer was “No” inferring he was unaware.
This is really odd since Barnes works in commercial real estate for Lee and Associates.

Barnes also lit a fuse under the residents in attendance claiming all the houses on the
street will be torn down and replaced in a few years.
“They (other houses on the street) will all be torn down eventually. It’s all “tear downs in
the future,” said Barnes.
Chairman Crowley responded by saying, “I understand times change, but we have to
hold on to the zoning codes.”
Here are some of the comments from people that spoke in opposition.
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“The existing house (2 Fordyce Manor) is just under 3,000 square feet. My house is
2,651 square feet. I found that there were two houses at 6,900 square feet in
Barrington (a neighboring subdivision) that are both on 2-acre lots.”
“We are concerned about future houses getting larger and larger. In Fordyce Manor
there is a 32-foot max for the height of a house. Town and Country’s is 40 feet.”
“I resent the fact that my house is a “tear down.” (To Barnes) Move somewhere else on
a bigger lot. The first plans said it (attached building) was a billiard room. It was then
changed to “in-law-suite,”
“11 homes on our street are 2,700 to 3,500 square feet. The last three houses sold for
$990,000 and two for $800,000. They are not “tear downs.” Our goal is not to have
those huge homes on our street.”
It was also mentioned that the yards have a number of large trees and trustee
permission is needed to cut down a tree.
The Vote

Concerning Green Space variance that failed on a 2-for and 3-against vote.
Concerning the structure (house) size variance, that failed on a 0-5 vote.

TWO AND A HALF YEARS AFTER RULING CAR DEALER FINALLY BRINGS HIS
PROPERTY INTO COMPLIANCE. In 2017 a person bought the house on Mason Road
just south of the gated street Park Place Court. The new owner of the house at 1674 S.
Mason Road discovered that the resident at 13612 Park Place, car dealer Donald J.
Suntrup, Jr. had built an outdoor fireplace partially on his property.
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An investigation by city staff found that Suntrup had been violating city zoning and
building codes for over 15 years. Suntrup had turned much of his backyard into a patio
and no longer had the required 75% green space. He built a large pavilion without a
permit or required city inspections. Much of the building was in violation of setback
requirements. The large outside fireplace went beyond violating city setbacks, it
actually crossed the property line.

In February of 2017 Suntrup went to the Town and Country Board of Adjustment
seeking variances for his 15 years of code violations.
Here are Suntrup’s pathetic excuses for violating zoning and building codes from our
2017 Newsletter:
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Donald J. Suntrup

Suntrup was asking for variances which he should have gotten years ago on the
following:
1) A fireplace and hearth that ended up being built partially on neighbor's property.
2) A large pavilion covering an illegal patio that did not receive a "green space"
variance in 2004. The pavilion was built in 2012 without a permit, variance or County
electrical inspection. Suntrup claimed the pavilion cost $112,000 to build.
3) Covered firewood shelter that was built without a required variance. (A portion
reportedly on neighbor's property.)
4) The green space violation from 2004.
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Here are the decisions by the Board of Adjustment, which acts like a court concerning
requests for variances or violations followed by requests for variances.
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DID SUNTRUP CORRECT THIS VIOLATIONS? Not for two-and-half years! The City
as they have done under the non-leadership of Mayor “Don’t Piss off Voters” Dalton,
never cited Suntrup taking him to court for the violations.
Om September 20, 2018 the City of Town and Country was forced to sue Suntrup in
Circuit Court to get him to get his property in compliance of city zoning and building
codes.
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This summer (2019) construction work finally removed the illegal structures, patios and
fire pits/outside stoves. This is still an open case. It will be interesting to see if Suntrup
pays the city for the legal costs spent to bring him into compliance.
HERE IS THE LAWSUIT:
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Our website’s lawyer wondered why Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O’Keefe needed three
lawyers to be billing the city instead of just one.
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MAYOR DALTON IGNORS TOPPING ROAD CITIZENS’ INPUT AND DECLARES HE
WON’T FINANCE A SIDEWALK TO “NO WHERE” BUT HE IS ALREADY DOING
THAT ON MASON ROAD. There was an open house held in July for residents along
Topping Road to see the Topping Road Trail (Extra wide sidewalk) project.
At the July 22 Board of Aldermen meeting City Administrator Bob Shelton reported how
residents were upset with the plan.
“We have had a lot of push back from residents,” said Shelton. Who explained that
residents were not against a normal 4 foot wide concrete sidewalk but were against the
8-foot wide asphalt “trail path” as it would take up too much of their property.
This change would still be covered by the Highway grants that would cover 45% of the
street resurfacing and sidewalk addition while the City would pay 55%.
There might be a problem where an application for a grant for the second half of the
project was been submitted and there is apparently no wiggle-room. It is only for an 8foot asphalt path.
“If we got the second grant this year we would not do construction until 2023,” said
Shelton.
The engineering studies have already been done.

Alderwoman Lindsey Butler clearly wanted to stick up for the residents and pointed out
the city is already paying 55% for the proposed second half from Kent Manor to
Manchester Road and how there would be additional savings by reducing the “trail” to a
4-foot sidewalk.
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“I will not allow a sidewalk to nowhere to be built,” exclaimed Dalton.
The sad thing is he is already doing that. A sidewalk from Clayton Road to the 500-plus
acre Queeny Park was proposed and a grant received from the Municipal Park Grants
section of the Municipal League. The grant was for an “8-foot Trail.” Several residents
refused to give up easement for the sidewalk and Dalton refused to use eminent domain
for the sidewalk. Instead the City in September of 2018 began to simply replace the
perfectly good existing sidewalk with the trail that would go no further than the existing
sidewalk and not reach Queeny Park.
However the existing sidewalk is part of Mason Road which is a St. Louis County Road
and not a city road. City staff and the contractor failed to obtain permission from the
County and construction was stopped in October and has remained stopped.
Now the city is about to spend $16,500 for a new engineering study to replace the
existing sidewalk with a new extra-wide sidewalk to NOWHERE, just what Dalton said
he would not allow in Topping Road.

Stopped construction on the Dalton extra-wide sidewalk to NOWHERE on Mason Rd.
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Stately large tree on County Highway right of way killed by the City as part of the Mason
Road extra large sidewalk to nowhere project. (Note existing sidewalk.)
Grants come from tax money so if they City would walk away from the Mason Road
project they would be saving both city and other sourced tax money. There should be
no new engineering contract. The City needs to walk away from this boondoggle as fast
as possible.
TIME TO LOOK AT THE HIDDEN LEGAL BILL: I was relieved to learn that the Town
and Country Alderpersons get copy of the “hourly” charges by the city’s legal team. I
doubt if many actually look at them. However the fact is still true that the bill is hidden
from the public unless you file a Missouri Sunshine Open Records request to see it.
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City Logo: Two weeks ago we asked why so many billable law firm hours were spent
researching “city logo” issues. We never got a straight answer from City Hall. One
elected official did not specifically inquire about the billing but said they were only aware
of questionable logo use by Service Line Warranties of American in connection with
private sewer lateral insurance and by Laura Baer in her unsuccessful campaign for
alderperson.

Logo used by Baer during her campaign.

ANOTHER TOWN AND COUNTRY PAKISTANI DOCTOR CHARED WITH
SMUGGLING NON-FDA APPROVED DRUGS INTO THE UNITED STATES AND
THEN BILLING MEDICARE/MEDICAID.
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Dr. Naushad paid a $820,000 civil penalty in 2010 for a similar scheme.
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325 Conway Hill Rd

Naushad operates “Pain Clinics” in outstate Missouri with offices in Festus, Farmington,
Poplar Bluff and Cape Girardeau
Naushad isn’t the only Town and Country doctor pulling this scam. In 2012 Abid Nisar
of 13300 Thornhill Drive was also charged with importing drugs that were not approved
by the FDA from Turkey and the Middle East. Nisar was forced to pay back $1,000,000
to Medicare, was fined $250,000, sentenced to six months in prison but was placed on
probation in lieu of jail. Nisar had offices in Florissant, MO and Granite City, IL. His
license to practice medicine was suspended for one year in Illinois in 2012 and then
one-year in Missouri in 2013. Nisar also refuses to pay local and County taxes plus
Missouri licensing fees on his luxury cars. Instead he registers the cars to his Illinois
office.
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I refer to the Nizar abode as the Thornhill Drive Marriott, although I don’t think Dr. Nizar
is a Mormon.
POLICE LOOKOUT FOR CREDIT CARD FRAUD SUSPECT AT WHOLE FOODS:
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DALTON’S CONFLICT OF INTEREST IN PROPOSED SENIOR LIVING FACILITY
VIOLATES CITY AND STATE LAW: By sitting on the Town and Country Planning and
Zoning Commission and voting on motions concerning the Clarendale senior living
project proposed for Clayton Road by Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon Dalton is a violation
of city law and state law.
Here are the laws starting with the Town and Country Code followed by the Missouri
Law.
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Dalton is the registered spokesman for the Stonecrest Senior Living/Nursing home
located less than a mile away from the proposed Clarendale Senior Living facility he is
reviewing while sitting on the Planning and Zoning Commission. Dalton is also the
lobbyist before the Missouri House and Senate for Northpoint Development in suburban
Kansas City, the company that owns Stonecrest and other senior health care facilities
across the State.

Dalton speaking out against keeping the public hearing open on the Clarendale Senior
living proposal before the Planning and Zoning Commission.
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APARTMENT RESIDENT TELLS MOTORIST TO SLOW DOWN. MOTORIST GETS
OUT AND BEATS RESIDENT WITH A LEAD PIPE AND FISTS. It happened in front of
1328 Westmeade, part of a large apartment complex, on Sunday June 30. A resident
had parked a car and he and his female passenger were walking to their aprtment,
when the male yelled at a passing driver to SLOW DOWN.

1328 Westmeade
The speeding driver, Agustin Contreras, 43, also an apartment complex resident at
1716 Westmeade, apparently took offense to being yelled at. He stopped his car and
confronted the person who wanted him to slow down. An altercation occurred and
Contreras went back to his car, got a lead pipe and struck the victim in the face and
head causing him to fall to the ground and then hit him in the face twice more with his
fists.
This was originally listed on the Police Blotter we posted as a Robbery, but was later
reclassified as a Felony Assault.
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Contreras
This is from the court files:
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Arrest was three days after Boitnott started a new job as a “server” at Cooper’s Hawk in
Town and Country Crossing.

Corbin “Cory” Boitnott
Record:
07/25/19 Possession of Marijuana with Intent to Distribute
Chesterfield PD
09/25/13 2-counts Misd Possession of Marijuana Guilty 30 days jail
St. Peters PD
12/04/12 Felony Drug Possession GUILTY 5-yrs probation ended early St. Peters PD
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Hudspeth

Webb
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From the Nextdoor website:
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So the thieves upgraded from a 2015 Toyota Prius left damaged in front of the house on
Chesterfield Pines and stole a 2018 Toyota Highlander.

We wrote about Purkey in 2018 after his conviction for speeding 105 MPH on I-64 at
Mason Road in Town and Country. He also pled guilty to a reduced charge of “Littering”
that was originally Possession of Marijuana. He was stopped in Town and Country and
arrested on June 6, 2017 at 10:35PM.
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John D. Purkey
On 04/30/11 Purkey was arrested by a Boone County (Columbia) Sheriff’s Deputy for
an alcohol driving offense which he later pled guilty to and given a 2-year probation term
in lieu of 90 days in jail.
On 04/08/19 he was cited for Speeding in Normandy, Missouri. Representing Purkey in
that case is Chesterfield and Des Peres prosecutor and Creve Coeur judge Tim
Engelmeyer. So much for Engelmeyer looking out for the safety of welfare of citizens of
West St. Louis County.

Engelmeyer

Engelmeyer walking away from his duties.

Another drunken incident at Harpo’s. Who will prosecute the case since Engelmeyer
keeps representing troubled Chesterfield residents in other courts? l
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Taylor Unnerstall
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QUARTET ATTEMPTS HIGH SPEED GETAWAY IN A STOLEN CAR ON THE
MONARCH LEVEE TRAIL. The getaway fails. Read the details.
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Shakur Martin

Christopher D Carter 05/06/19

Kyron Wallace

Hinson 07/29/19

Christopher Carter 7/29

Hinson 5/6/19

Hinson 4/26/19 Hinson 4/11/19 Hinson 3/27/19 Hinson 3/26/19 Hinson 03/20/19
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Hinson 12/8/18 Hinson 11/30/18 Hinson 11/17/18 08/08/18
Hinson was charged in Chesterfield with:
07/29/19
07/16/19
06/04/19
05/06/19
04/10/19
04/11/19
03/27/19
03/26/19
12/08/18
12/03/18
11/30/18
11/11/18
07/08/18
08/08/18
06/23/18
06/07/18
06/02/18
05/23/18
05/20/18
05/10/18

Stealing (Polo Store), Resisting Arrest, Leaving Scene
Chesterfield PD
of Accident (crash)
Fail to Comply with Police Order
Florissant PD
Stealing, Trespassing,
Des Peres DPS
Obstruction
Brentwood PD
Disorderly Conduct
Normandy PD
Impersonating a Transit Representative
St. Louis PD
Stealing
No Metro Transit Fare Card
St. Louis PD
Traffic Violations
Overland PD
Trespassing
Des Peres DPS
Felony Resisting Arrest
Stealing, Poss of a Theft Device
Des Peres DPS
Resisting Arrest (pending)
No CO Police Coop
Carrying a Concealed Weapon
Unlawful use of Weapon, Peace Disturbance
Richmond Hts PD
Stealing, 2 counts Assault
Normandy PD
Assaulting a Police Officer, Resisting Arrest
St. John PD
Trespassing & Resisting Arrest
St. John PD
Obstruction of Officer,
St. John PD
Harassment, Disorderly Conduct
St. John PD

AND THEN AN ENCORE BY CHRISTOPHER CARTER: Carter was held for almost
24 hours by the Chesterfield Police pending warrant application with the County
Prosecutor. P.A. Wesley Bell’s office declined to issue charges, so Carter was issued a
Stealing citation to Chesterfield Municipal Court and released.
Upon his release he went right to Chesterfield Mall where he was arrested for Stealing
at Macy’s.
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Carter, a repeat performer

The arrest info sheet was incorrect on King’s race.
01/16/15
02/14/15
05/11/15
05/25/19
07/30/19

Stealing
Driving While Revoked Guilty 2-Days jail
Felony Identity Theft pending
Driving While Revoked
Stealing
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St. Louis PD
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Louis CO PD
St. Louis PD
Chesterfield PD

The employee overdosed on Heroin.

LAST WEEKEND THE CAR THIEVES CAME TO CHESTERFIELD: Last weekend
there were no car thefts, car break-ins or thefts from unlocked cars in Town and
Country. Chesterfield was another story.
In Chesterfield there were six cars stolen, five from residential driveways or after thieves
obtained a garage door opener from a car parked on the driveway, opened the garage
door and stolen the car with the keys in the ignition in the garage.
There were five unlocked vehicles that were entered with items stolen and one vehicle
where a window was broken out to gain entry.
It seems like the Chesterfield Police should either invest in a bait car that they can leave
parked on a subdivision street with the keys in the ignition. Bait cars have remote
ignition shut off and door locks so police car trap the suspect without a car chase.
If money is an issue, they could share the cost with Town and Country, Creve Coeur
and Frontenac and share the car.
The other option is to put plain clothes officers on overtime in subdivisions getting
repeat thefts. You cannot put the officers in unmarked police cars. Thieves will spot
those two blocks away. You need to rent some cars from Rent-A-Wreck to put the
officers in. I remember doing this in a beat up pickup truck when I was a cop in Liberty,
MO.

THAT “ROAD CLOSED” SIGN MUST BE FOR EVERYONE BUT ME: It was rescue,
rescue and more rescues on Monday morning July 22 after 5 inches of rain and flash
flooding on roads in Chesterfield. Here is the report from Monarch Fire Protection
District Deputy Chief Bill Long with times and locations of rescues:
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Monarch FPD Boat for rescues
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TWO CHESTERFIELD TEENAGERS INJURED IN ONE CAR CRASH: 18-year-old
Aylin Taysi of Ballwin totaled her Toyota Four-Runner when she ran off the road and hit
a large rock and fence in Lincoln County on Saturday July 27 a little before 1 AM. Her
two passengers were both from Chesterfield. 18-year-old Tyler Long and 17-year-old
Michael Newton were both taken by ambulance to the St. Joseph Hospital in Lake St.
Louis.

MAYOR NATION KNOCKING ON DOOR FOR COUNTY COUNCIL CANDIDATE: At
the start of the Chesterfield Park Committee meeting on Monday July 29, Mayor Bob
Nation arrived and said he had been busy knocking on doors all weekend in
unincorporated St. Louis County.
Nation was working for Republican Amy Poelker of St. Ann. Poelker has been an
alderwoman in St. Ann since 2011. She owns and runs a daycare center. Prior to that,
she was the manager of a Hardee’s fast food restaurant for 11 years.

Poelker
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Running against her is Kelli Dunaway a liberal Democratic at the Bryan Cave law firm
who hosts a podcast called Left Turn. Dunaway was in favor of the Better Together
takeover of St. Louis County by St. Louis City in what was falsely called a “merger.”
Dunaway lives in the River Bend section of Chesterfield on Crownridge Drive. Dunaway
went to the UCLA law school and claims to have been a Bankruptcy lawyer, but is not
licensed to practice law in Missouri.

Dunaway
Who would you vote for if you were looking for a person who was not likely to waste tax
money? A liberal Democrat with a law degree from UCLA or a small business owner
who dealt with running a fast food franchise for 11 years? I think I’d go with Poelker in
this one.
It is interesting that Mayor Nation is supporting the right wing candidate in this race and
has worked for anyone who will run against the two most conservative members of the
Chesterfield City Council, Tom DeCampi and Michele Ohley.
BOB NATION CLAIMS “ANOTHER HOFFMANN ERROR!” I DON’T THINK SO, IF
YOU READ THE ARTICLE CORRECTLY IT INFERRED A STATE REP WAS LYING.
Last week we posted the following ad and mailer produced by State Rep Derek Grier:
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Grier inferred that he was holding the “Free Concert.” In fact it is a free concert put on
by the Chesterfield Parks and Rec Department.
Grier inferring he was putting on the concert resulted in the following email from City
Administrator Mike Geisel to elected officials about my newsletter from last week:
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I was reporting that Grier claimed there was a free concert at his Fund Raiser in
advertising. The concert was at the Amphitheater. All I was reporting was what Grier
was claiming in his ad.
Here is a reply that Mayor Bob Nation added:

To date I was the only person reporting the false inference made by Grier and the fast
one he was pulling.
WHY DIDN’T THEY CALL OUT THE REAL CULPRIT? I exposed State Rep. Derek
Grier’s false inference in his ad for a Fund Raiser, inferring he was putting on a free
concert. However, I’m getting the blame. It is amazing that no one at City Hall wants to
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point out a local State Representative was pulling a fast one, using city property and
functions to do it.
REWRITE: Here is my rewrite…hopefully Mike Geisel and Bob Nation will approve.
STATE REP INFERRES HE IS THROWING A CONCERT WITH FOOD TRUCKS AS
PART OF HIS REELECTION FUNDRAISER: State Rep. Derek Grier has sent out an
email and flier claiming
FREE CONCERT
FOOD TRUCKS
FUND RAISER
The ad says, “Join Derek Grier and friends for a cookout, food trucks and a free concert
afterwards by the Big Rigs.” He gave the location as the Chesterfield Amphitheater.
Reality Check: The concert and food trucks are part of a summer concert series put on
by The City of Chesterfield. Grier has nothing to do it. Grier rented a pavilion near the
amphitheater for his “fundraiser.”
What’s better than a lying politician in the summer.
I hope this is more accurate in the eyes of the city administrator than me simply posting
Grier’s ad.
CORRECTION: Dan Hurt contacted us on Thursday to tell me that it was not him who
voted “No” last week at the Planning & Public Works Committee meeting on a motion
involving to vote down the listed uses for building for Drain Surgeons, in Chesterfield
Valley on Olive St. Road which included storing trucks that haul human waste. Hurt
said it was Tom DeCampi who voted “No.” Tom later confirmed this.
Originally Mary Ann Mastorakos and DeCampi were leaning toward voting the entire
proposal down and having the Grimes, owners of Drain Surgeons, start all over again.
OBIT: We were sorry to read that former Town and Country building inspector Bob
Bodley died of cancer last week. Bob worked for Town and Country from 1997 to
2011. Before working for Town and Country Bob was a Battalion Chief with the
Community Fire Protection District in Overland. Bob was a very pleasant and nice guy.
At times he would tell me his frustrations dealing with Town and Country’s policy
causing a lack of enforcement on violations.
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ART AT CITY HALL: Here is some of the art work hanging in Chesterfield City Hall for
this quarter’s art exhibit. Due to excessive reflection some photos had to be taken from
the side.
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WHAT IS THE SAYING? ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN?

CARTOONS:
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